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WHY CIS-TIME?
Connect. Inspire. Serve. CIS is always looking for creative
and meaningful ways to live our mission. In the Secondary,
one such way is through the scheduling of flexible, nontraditional learning time every Wednesday afternoon. We
call this time CIS-Time. As such, the goal is to offer time and
space for teachers to connect with each other in order to be
more responsive to the individual and group needs of
students; to inspire students by offering hands-on and nontraditional learning opportunities in real world contexts; to
build service learning opportunities that help make our
community and world a better place.

CIS-TIME IS RESPONSIBLE TO INDIVIDUAL & CLASS NEEDS
Students who are behind or struggling in their learning
will be given time to work with the aid of teachers.
Students are explicitly taught important transdisciplinary
skills and learning dispositions through various activities
and simulations. These include collaboration, risk taking,
problem solving, communication, critical thinking,
creativity, and stress reduction.
Students are challenged to grow, deepen, and share their
own personal values.
Students have choice for co-curricular activities that are
traditionally only offered after school.

CIS-TIME DECREASES CLASS DISRUPTIONS
Schools traditionally struggle to find time to run
important activities like assemblies, college visits, guest
speakers, and field trips without taking from other
classes. CIS-Time is used for these events, allowing
students opportunities without missing time in their
classes.

CIS-TIME ALIGNS WITH OUR SCHOOL MISSION AND LEARNING
PRINCIPLES
Learning is both intellectual and emotional. Learning is an
individual and social experience. Learning happens in rich,
relevant contexts. With this all explicitly in mind, teachers
have put great thought and care into CIS-Time, ensuring it is
a valuable learning experience. However, this learning can
only happen with ownership--from both parents and
students.

WHAT DO HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
ACTUALLY DO DURING CIS-TIME?
MIDDLE SCHOOL:
Middle School: In the middle school, CIS-Time is one hour after
lunch every Wednesday (1:15-2:10 p.m.) and is set up on a simple
two-week rotation. On “A Weeks,” students participate in cocurricular activities that give them a chance to explore new
ideas, take risks, and have fun. The types of activities we offer
during CIS-Time in the MS include Current Events, Calligraphy,
Blue Team (environmentalism), Chess, and much more. In
addition, each homeroom class will engage in a service project
during CIS-Time. Grade 6 will go to local nursing homes, Grade 7
will create personal passion projects, and Grade 8 will go to
Barker’s National Park to engage in various service learning
activities. On “B Weeks,” students engage in targeted, more
individualized academic support and extension. For students
who are behind in their work or struggling, they will get the
individual attention from teachers they need, while students
who are excelling will be challenged in extension activities.

A WEEK
Service Learning:
Grade 6 Service Learning: The Pines old age home
Grade 7 Service Learning: Individuals Impacting the World
Grade 8 Service Learning: Environmental Impact at Barker’s National Park
Activities:
Crafting Kindness
How can we show kindness through thoughtful crafts? Using Pinterest-like
ideas, we will pass on kindness through small, random acts of crafts
Puzzle Mania
How can we solve something that appears impossible?We will work together to
take on a variety of challenging, creative puzzle solving activities.
Headliners
How can I make sense of what’s happening in the world today? This is a place
for dissecting, discussing, and debating current events happening in our world.
No prior experience or expertise necessary!
The Power of Nature
Can we prevent Natural Disasters?
Learn about the different types of Natural Disasters and what we can do to
make the planet a safer place while doing exciting Hands-on experiments.
Build It!
Can we defy gravity?
Hands-on experience building aero-planes and rockets. Watch them crash, pick
up the pieces and build a better one!
CIS Ninja Warriors
Are you up to the challenge?
Let out your inner ninja as we work our way through a series of obstacles and
challenges around our campus.

B WEEK
Extension and support:
Grade level teams of teachers will design weekly sessions tailored to the specific
needs of the class--both academic and social/emotional.

